It’s all about
the smoke!
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FADS
ON A
PLATE

Twelve months is a long time in the
fast-moving food world. Here’s a look
at what we loved and loathed in 2016
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Nora co-owner Sarin Rojanametin
painstakingly prepares dishes for customers
at his Melbourne restaurant.
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Blue latte
anyone?
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Surprise dining
This year, more than ever, we put
our faith in the hands of the chefs,
as top-rated restaurants ditched
the traditional menu in favour of
a ‘surprise dining’ experience. At
Nora in Melbourne, your menu of
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modern Thai marvels is emailed
to you the day after you’ve dined,
which might be just as well when
you realise you’ve consumed fish
bones, chicken hearts and tripe.
And even if you were to peek at
the online menu before sitting
down, you’d be confounded by
cryptic names such as Silver
Lining (a soup of silverfish, young
coconut and lovage), or Daftpunk
is Playing in my Mouth (raw
mackerel, compressed watermelon
and black sesame). Wacky, but oh
so wonderful. At Aaron Turner’s
award-winning Geelong restaurant,
Igni, switched-on waitstaff devise a
personalised menu for you, so each
table may have an entirely different
meal. Cue food envy and furtive
looks around the dining room.

Colourful coffees
This year, we got creative with our
coffees. The standard latte became
a tad too beige, as we experimented
with golden-toned turmeric, peagreen matcha, purple taro, magenta
beetroot and even teal-blue algae.
Try the taro and matcha versions
at Pachi Pachi in Perth; mushroom,
beetroot and carrot cake lattes at
Matcha Mylkbar in Melbourne;
and the beetroot and ginger latte at
The Silva Spoon in Maroochydore.
These superfood creations may
come with a side of health benefits,
but the same can’t be said for the
Willy Wonka-esque rainbow coffees
made from turmeric, beetroot and
matcha at Melbourne’s Too Many
Chiefs café. We’ll stick to our short
black, thanks.
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n the past year, we ditched
FreakShakes for smoothie
bowls, feasted on fried
chicken and flame-grilled
marron, and let countless
meals go cold in the search of
photographic perfection. Here we
take a look at the gourmet trends
that flooded our social media feeds,
including superfood sensations,
sweet-savoury creations, and a
swag of intriguing new ingredients.
Loosen your belts as we look back
on the culinary fads of 2016.

Firedoor uses aromatic smoke to
gently infuse flavours. ABOVE RIGHT: Hot drinks now
come in a rainbow of flavours. RIGHT: Opt for the
Wagyu Beef at Bentley Restaurant + Bar matched with
a beetroot and bayleaf juice.
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Milking it

Japanese sando

Also on the coffee front, almond
and soy made way for a new
supermilk: camel milk. Noosabased chef Peter Kuruvita raves
about the creamy froth on the
‘cameccinos’ at his venue Noosa
Beach House and in his Indianinspired faluda dessert. No mere
novelty, camel milk is high in iron,
vitamin C and protein, and it’s
lower in fat than cow’s milk.

Another Japanese snack that made
it into the big leagues this year
was the katsu sando. Take a juicy,
crumbed tonkatsu pork fillet and
sandwich it between fluffy white
bread (the kind you’d wrap around
a Bunnings sausage) with Kewpie
mayo, mustard or barbecue sauce,
and shredded white cabbage for
crunch, and you have one of the
greatest beer snacks ever created.
Try it at Honcho or Supernormal in
Melbourne, Kahii or Café Orantek
in Sydney, or Bam Bam Bakehouse
on the Gold Coast.
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From Aaron Turner’s Igni to Lennox
Hastie’s Firedoor in Surry Hills,
Australia’s top chefs harnessed the
ancient art of cooking over fire.
In his 30-seat, no-menu eatery in
a Geelong laneway, Aaron grills
crustaceans and game birds over an
open flame, then serves them with
sea succulents, saltbush and other
foraged ingredients. At Firedoor,
Lennox uses an assortment of
woods (apple, cherry, olive and
pecan) to impart a gentle flavour
into freshly landed fish, milk-fed
lamb and a whopping rib eye for
two. Some of our favourite cocktails
got the smouldering treatment, too,
such as Eau de Vie’s Smoky Rob
Roy, a fiery whisky creation served
under a plume of wood smoke.

Drop in the ocean?
What looks like a breast implant
and tastes like, well, nothing? One
of the biggest dessert fads of 2016.
When Darren Wong unveiled his
Japanese-inspired Raindrop Cake
at New York’s Smorgasburg in April,
the internet went into meltdown. It
didn’t take long for Australian chefs
to come to the party, with Harajuku
Gyoza in Brisbane and Sydney
jumping on the trend. Made with
spring water and agar (a Japanese
setting agent), this quivering,
crystal-clear orb instantly melts on
the tongue. Brown sugar syrup and
toasted soy flour add flavour to the
delicate dessert, but is it enough to
hold our attention for long?
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Are you being served?
At Peter Gunn’s pop-up-turnedpermanent restaurant IDES in
Collingwood, table service has been
flipped on its head. For each of the
six courses served, the kitchen team
deserts their posts to personally
hand-deliver meals. And this isn’t
about ego, either. Rather, it’s an
opportunity for the chefs to chat
about the inspiration behind each
dish and the provenance of their
ingredients, offering a personal
connection to what’s on the plate.

Sydn
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Farewell FreakShakes,
hello smoothie bowls
One of the most over-the-top
food trends of recent years, the
FreakShake™ first came to life at
Patissez in Canberra. For months,
Instagram feeds overflowed with
these pimped up milkshakes,
crowned with doughnuts, pretzels,
lashings of cream and even
burgers in some stomach-churning
combinations. Now, these calorific
creations have been replaced by the
#cleaneating version: the smoothie
bowl. The superfood set has been
whipping up virtuous breakfasts
of brightly coloured smoothies,
adorned with fruits, nuts and
on-trend ingredients such as bee
pollen, nut butters and chia seeds.
Perfect for those who like to start
their day in a bubble of smug.

TOP: Japanese katso sando. ABOVE: The Japaneseinfluenced Raindrop Cake is a crystal-clear orb dessert.
BELOW: Move over FreakShakes and say hello to caloriefriendly smoothie bowls.
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Where there’s smoke?
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Sweet & salty
combo

LEFT TO RIGHT: Delicious and healthy poké bowl; chips with caramel sundae at Devon on Danks; icy poles made from purple yams.

Bird is the word

Another 2016 healthy highlight
is Hawaiian poké (pronounced
poh-keh). Celebrating Hawaii’s
Japanese-accented cuisine, this
salad features vinegared sushi
rice, soy-marinated raw fish and
colourful garnishes, such as spring
onion, avocado, black and white
sesame seeds, and a sprinkle of
shichimi togarashi (a Japanese spice
mix). At Pokéd in Melbourne, extra
accoutrements include edamame
beans, wasabi mayo, lotus chips and
flying fish roe. It’s light, bright and
utterly delicious, and looks set to be
the taste of summer.

Sure, fried chicken is nothing new,
but 2016 was the year the golden
bird went global. We tucked into
sauce-slathered Korean versions,
gently spiced Japanese karaage,
and finger-lickin’ Nashville hot
chicken at Morgan McGlone’s Belle’s
Hot Chicken in Melbourne and
Sydney, and Aaron Turner’s The Hot
Chicken Project in Geelong.

Aquafaba
At first glance, there’s nothing
appealing about aquafaba, the
slimy juice drained from tinned
chickpeas. But this year, it gained
notoriety when it was hailed as the
vegan alternative to eggwhites.
It can be used in meringues, ice
creams, brownies and mayonnaise
to give a thick, fluffy texture
without egg. We tried it in a frothy
grapefruit cocktail at George
Calombaris’s Hellenic Hotel in
Williamstown and can report that it
tastes – and smells – far better than
raw eggwhite. We’ll notch that up as
a win for bean juice.
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Sweet and salty snacks
If you were the kid who dipped your
Maccas chips into your caramel
sundae, then this culinary mash-up
had your name written all over it.
At Sydney’s now-defunct Devon on
Danks, their indulgent truffle soft
serve came decorated with hot, salty
chips for a sweet-savoury collision
you’d either love or loathe. Here’s
hoping it makes an appearance at
Devon’s new home at Barangaroo.

Purple reign
Is Filipino food about to get its time
in the sun? Maybe so, if we follow
the US fad for ube (pronounced oobeh). With a flavour best described
as a cross between sweet potato and
white chocolate, this purple Filipino
yam has been lending its violet
hue to ice creams and cakes across
the US. Expect a purple reign on
Instagram these coming months.

Coming in 2017
SAY HELLO TO THE PHILIPPINES
Along with ube, expect to see more
Filipino flavours, from crisp-skinned
lechon (suckling pig) to rainbowhued halo-halo desserts.
ALL ABOUT AGAVE
Tequila’s smoky, sultry cousin,
mezcal is having a moment. Sip
it with a side of sangrita. The
chilli- and lime-spiked tomato juice
cleanses the palate and enhances
the flavours of the mezcal. Try it at
Bodega Underground in Melbourne.
BEYOND CANTON
Our love of Chinese cuisine will go
deeper, with regional specialties
such as Xi’An rou jia mo (lamb
burgers), hand-pulled noodles, and
hot-and-sour Hunanese dishes set
to steal the limelight.
TEA-TOTALLERS
Restaurants are recognising a need
for sophisticated, alcohol-free drink
pairings with their tasting menus. Try
a tea match at Melbourne’s Dinner
by Heston, or booze-free tipples at
Sydney’s Bentley Restaurant + Bar.
GREEN SCENE
Plant-based milk, cheese and
mock meats will continue to gain
traction, as food lovers look for
alternatives to animal proteins.
And even committed carnivores
will be swayed by the feel-good
vegan feeds in the new cookbook by
Melbourne’s Smith & Daughters.
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Do the hokey poké
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